A complex Hadamard matrix, C, of order n has elements 1, -1, i, -i and satisfies CC* = nI n where C* denotes the conjugate transpose of C. Let C = [c ij ] be a complex Hadamard matrix of order n. S(C) = ∑ c ij is called the sum of C. 0(C) = │S(C)│ is called the excess of C. We study the excess of complex Hadamard matrices. As an application many real Hadamard matrices of large and maximal excess are obtained.
Introduction
A complex Hadamard matrix, C, has elements 1, -1, i, -i where i = j=1, is necessarily of order 1 or 2c and satisfies CC* = 2cI 2c where C* denotes the Hermitian conjugate (transpose, complex conjugate) of C. These were first introduced by Turyn [24] , and further discussed by Seberry Wallis [23] . Their generalization to complex orthogonal designs is discussed by Geramita and Geramita [4] . Let C = [aij] be a complex Hadamard matrix of order n and denote by S( C) the sum of all entries of C, so S(C) = L aij' u(C) = IS(c)1 is called the excess of C. Let ij .. udn) = max {u(C) : C a complex Hadamard matrix of order n}. The maximum excess problem has been extensively studied for real Hadamard matrices [1-3, 7-19, 25,26] . In this paper we will study the excess of complex Hadamard matrices. As an application we get many real Hadamard matrices of large excess and new classes of Hadamard matrices of maximum excess. (i) Let e be the 1 x n matrix of ones, then If the odd integer m is not a sum of two squares, then there can be no regular complex Hadamard matrix of order 2 no m for any no ~ 1. Consequently, if there exists a complex Hadamard matrix of order n = 2 no m, then the maximum excess of such a matrix is strictly less than nJn. The maximum excess problem in this case is hard and for many large values of n seems hopeless.
Basic Constructions
We begin with a lemma which implies that the construction of certain complex Hadamard matrices is equivalent to the Williamson construction of real Hadamard matrices. 
and the matrix is Table 4 is drawn from this lemma.
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The Main Theorem
Kounias and Farmakis [17] showed that the maximal excess of a Hadamard matrix of order 4m(m -1) is given by u(4m(m -1)) ~ 4(m -1)2(2m + 1) .
Kharaghani [9] showed that this maximal excess can be attained if m is the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix. Koukouvinos and Seberry [14] subsequently proved that this maximal excess is attained if m = 2 mod 4 is the order of a conference matrix.
In this section we will show that some special kinds of complex Hadamard matrices can be used to construct Hadamard matrices which attain the above upperbound. This covers both values of m which are the order of a skew-Hadamard matrix and m == 2 mod 4 which is the order of a conference matrix. 
Using this Hadamard matrix and the two special Hadamard matrices, Hand K.
we can construct a Hadamard matrix H' of order 4m(m -1) following Turyn's method [24] . As a result a total of 4(m -1)2 will be added to the previous sum [9] . The resulting Hadamard matrix will have the maximum excess of
(ii) Let m -1 == 3 mod 4. We may assume that the skew-complex Hadamard matrix is of the form As a result, the new matrix will have a sum of 324 which is the maximum possible sum for the order n = 48. Theorem 8 is more powerful than those of maximal excess found in [9] and [14] and induces and unifies those results.
